'Mafia' behavior noted in birds
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Itâ€™s well known that some speÂ-cies of birds lay their eggs in othÂ-er speÂ-ciesâ€™ nests, to force
othÂ-ers to raise their offÂ-spring. Now, reÂ-searchÂ-ers have idenÂ-tiÂ-fied a new low in the beÂ-havÂ-ior
of some of these â€œparÂ-aÂ-siteâ€• birds: they reÂ-talÂ-iÂ-ate mafia-style against those that reÂ-ject their
imÂ-poÂ-siÂ-tion, by ranÂ-sackÂ-ing their nests.
Many speÂ-cies, noÂ-taÂ-bly cuckÂ-oos, are brood parÂ-aÂ-sites that lay their eggs among unÂ-witÂ-ting
hosts.
A warbler next parasitized with cowbird eggs. (Courtesy PNAS)
Some of the freeÂ-loadÂ-ers lay eggs that look like the hostsâ€™ eggs, exÂ-plainÂ-ing why the hosts
acÂ-cept them. But in othÂ-er cases, the inÂ-tÂ-rudÂ-ersâ€™ eggs look draÂ-maÂ-tÂ-iÂ-calÂ-ly
difÂ-ferÂ-ent from those of the hosts; this is the case with the parÂ-aÂ-sitÂ-ic brown-headed
cowÂ-bird. That raises the quesÂ-tion of why the vicÂ-tim paÂ-rents acÂ-cept the eggs. AlÂ-though some of
them toss the alÂ-ien eggs from their nest, it hapÂ-pens selÂ-dom enough that the parÂ-aÂ-site stratÂ-eÂ-gy
works as a whole.One exÂ-plaÂ-naÂ-tion could be that the freeÂ-loaders enÂ-force acÂ-ceptance by
deÂ-stroyÂ-ing the eggs or nests of hosts that reÂ-ject their eggs. While such beÂ-havÂ-ior has been
reÂ-ported in a cuckÂ-oo speÂ-cies, conÂ-trolled studÂ-ies havenâ€™t been perÂ-formed, acÂ-cordÂ-ing to
the inÂ-vesÂ-tiÂ-gaÂ-tors in a new study, which sought to remÂ-eÂ-dy this.
They conÂ-trolled
cowÂ-birdsâ€™ acÂ-cess to the nest of a host, the warÂ-bler. They then maÂ-nipÂ-uÂ-latÂ-ed
warÂ-blersâ€™ reÂ-jection of cowÂ-bird eggs to see the conÂ-seÂ-quencÂ-es. The reÂ-ported reÂ-sults:
cowÂ-birds ranÂ-sacked 56 perÂ-cent of reÂ-jecter nests, comÂ-pared to just 6 perÂ-cent of acÂ-cepter
nests. RanÂ-sackÂ-ing wasÂ-nâ€™t limÂ-itÂ-ed to reÂ-talÂ-iÂ-aÂ-tory sitÂ-uÂ-aÂ-tions, though.
CowÂ-birds alÂ-lowed acÂ-cess to host nests alÂ-so were found to ranÂ-sack one in five
non-parÂ-aÂ-siÂ-tized nests. This sugÂ-gests cowÂ-birds â€œfarmâ€• for hosts, deÂ-stroyÂ-ing warÂ-bler
nests so they can lay their eggs afÂ-ter the hosts reÂ-build, the sciÂ-enÂ-tists arÂ-gued. SupÂ-portÂ-ing this
noÂ-tion, they added, cowÂ-birds parÂ-aÂ-siÂ-tized 85 perÂ-cent of reÂ-built nests. OverÂ-all, reÂ-jecter
warÂ-blers proÂ-duced fewÂ-er offÂ-spring than acÂ-cepters, sugÂ-gestÂ-ing hosts may be betÂ-ter off in
evÂ-oÂ-luÂ-tionÂ-ary terms acÂ-cepting cowÂ-bird eggs, the inÂ-vesÂ-tiÂ-gaÂ-tors said.The reÂ-search,
by Jeff HooÂ-ver IlÂ-liÂ-nois NatÂ-uÂ-ral HisÂ-toÂ-ry SurÂ-vey in ChamÂ-paign, Ill., and Scott K.
RobÂ-inÂ-son of the FlorÂ-iÂ-da MuÂ-seÂ-um of NatÂ-uÂ-ral HisÂ-toÂ-ry in GainesÂ-ville, Fla., is to
apÂ-pear this week in the earÂ-ly onÂ-line ediÂ-tion of the reÂ-search jourÂ-nal ProÂ-ceedÂ-ings of the
NaÂ-tioÂ-nÂ-al AcaÂ-deÂ-my of SciÂ-enÂ-ces.
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